Kaffee VII

GTD - the essence of it all?

GTD

Morgenplan

Checking 60 tasks.

Plan: weekly

= focus

= action

Feel good by doing

Start: vision

End: flow

Start: collect

Control: collect + send actions
By asking "what is the end goal?" we are also asking ourselves: "and what about purpose?"

Vision about a positive organization culture?

Life is like a game.

We from top down and the rules

Purpose = to understand

1) We need to understand the game
2) We play in order to win

Our course = next level

i.e. formal action to project.
What am I kind of gurled are
wanted like to ask about G T B ?
- is it statute ?
- is it waterable ?
The ISO process

1. Implement ISO
2. Change my way
3. Year goal // scan with ISO 9001
4. Year goal // build function ISO 9001

Write system:

input

| (Systems analyst) |

output

WS organized
The summary of the GTD today is that I need to focus on aligning on stability.

Suddenly I have a mental idea of what the GTD tools do help offer,

1) establish -> sounding / who
2) next action? -> project list
3) two items? ->
   a) summer, menu, body
   b) hotel

Problem with 450 WP - 6

Vennam to work on...

Goaf 102 Press

pursue 3 pm
Planned change.

A multi

What I believe in is single. I believe EFD.

delete

EFQM

delete

ISO 9004

CAF

COBIT

ISO 5504